
CONVERTING YOUR
’

SINCLAIR KEYBOARD
 . KEY-CARDINPUT CIRCUIT

This is not written fOr engineers or

technicians (most of whom have al-

. ready converted their keyboards). Our
'

other customers range from9 to 90 and

The Sinclair keyboard talks to the com-

puter by means of a "grid—matrix" cir-

cuit. Like manyo T‘er Sinclair features ,

it is simple. Its main disadvantage,

from our point of view, is that it re--

quires 13 wims to connect the keyboard
V

to the computer, but when you con-

sider that 13 wires are used to identify

40 dif'Tj-erent keys , it could be worse!

To understand the grid~matrix circuit,

_ It is important'that the 5 "KB" wires

Cross over the 8 "D" ‘wires without

actually touching, that's the job of the

~
°

~

~ switches. (You may have

4Ocross-over points, and by a strange
, coincidence that's how many switches

’

are on the keyboard) Each switch con-

nects its two crossing wires together,
whenever it is actuated.

MLE TE I act: roni c-

Now, _ imagine that the 5 horizontal _

wires are-each humming a differenttune
‘

'

.

~- continuously. Then, when the com-—

puter
' 

circuit suddenly discovers the
‘

tune from K83 coming in on wire D5, it.

—

doe sn't take much logic to pin-point

which key has been pressed.

(Tomake this discussion reall techni~
ca______,lyou have to substitute "transmit- -

ting" for "humming" and "pulse" for

"tune" ,
I and there, you have it .)

SELECTING A KEYBOARD,

The prOper keyboardfor converting. Yam

Sinclair computer will be the simplest

keyboard , and , therefore, usually the
'

least expensive. It might be mounted
on a printed-circuit board, or held in a

’W_4
‘Hméta‘l' fr’ameTv I“ no connections to me

terminals or they might come lse in

a plastic baggie. ”In any case"""m”ere

should be at least 40 key switches.

Allswitches on a given keyboard are

identical; the SHIFT key, for example,
. would also work for any letter or num-

ber key. Therefore, the key caps may *.

be pulled off and stored until needed.

Key switches for the Sinclair should be

single-contact switches.
_ They should

have just two terminals on the bot-tom
_

for electrical Connections .
, Avoid any

switches that have 3 or 4 terminals
1

(power input , grOund connections, -etc.).
Ifa PC board contains additional com-

ponents , like integrated circuits and
"

transiStors , they need not affeCt your
- project. - It's the switch-that's 11.11901"

tant .

If you buy your keyboard from a mail-

order house through a printed ad, you

might be guided by the following terms:
‘

._

.3".

_....



‘

Avoid:

The word "Contact" :
"‘ Hall Effect

"

- (Contact switches)
, (Sing le~contact)

‘ tor" .

~ (Plated contacts) "Non-Mechani-
‘(Mechanical ,

.

cal" -

contacts)
*

"Single—pole single
throw" (SPST)

.

,

“Matrix enCOdedu
.

Several mailorder houses sell surplus
"

or used keyboards for less than $20
'

(Local electronics surplus stores would
probablycharge a little more.) Often a

mailorder company will not advertise a

product when their supply falls below a

certain quantity; So call them and de—

scribe what you want. .

EEE‘AE‘E E m UT

«

‘

who followmg illustration shows the

’iusual relationship between the four 1

roirs 'of key switches. It is provided
for of you min- are assembling a

1
*

i’om sen. rate co" -

I‘OWS is not consistent

'f-Semi-Conduc—
’

-

inch, center-to ~center).

'

otice at the shift in position between _'

I

If you! are working with an assembled

keyboard, you Will probably use most

of the existing layout as it is. Only
yo u know what adjustments Just be

made to satisfy your special needs.

For example, you might choose wider

key caps for ENTER or SHIFT. Such

‘

changes obviously will alter the spec-

ing between switches (normally, 3/4
Usually, the

wider keys are made in half-key incre-

ments (3/4" , 1-4-1/8" , 1-1/2 ") .

To add a SHIPT LOC K‘ function you muSt
'

use a mechanically locking key switch.
‘

They are simple devices and most sur-

plus keyboards have at least one.

KEYBOARDWIRING

You will probablyfind it easiest to dis-

mantle the original keyboard and begin
‘

the pro/Loot with clean: components.

Used circuit boards might have some
‘

printed traces that can be used for the
I new circuit, but it is often more trouble

to sprt them out thb‘n it is to remove
hem and arewire " the board

'

‘

We belieVe that it is easiest to rewire‘,
the sw1tch terminals with #26 or #28
solid, tinned, bare wire in one-foot

lengths, and short pieces or plastic
sleeving for insulation. This Wire can

.

f

be looped around one terminal, and then,
after slipping on a piece of sleeving,
lOOpedaround the second terminal etc.

Other methods Can be used for making
PC board connections, including paste-
on conductors. These closely resem—

his the original traces, but for this
project, they are no better than Wire.

You may have noticed that the wiring
’

diagram, below, is simply a variation

A

of the grid-’-matrix diagram onpage 1.



T 0 eye; a keys have been added (shaded
gray) for a second SHIFT key and a SHIFT

“LOCK key. These were added only Io
””jindicate to yOuthat two variations are

possible. first that the actual location
‘

'

of the keys on the boardis strictly your

keys can be used for the sat e function.
'

In this case whether you were to press
. the right SHIFT the left SHIFT or the

SHIFT LOCK, line KB? would be con-

neCted to line D6 which is the Onlything that is important.

COMPUTERCONNECTIONS

If you want to, you can run a cable from
the keyboard 1:6 the computer with 301-

'

der ed COHDeCflohs at both ends . How-—
‘

, ever. most of us findthat it's more con-

. venient to be able to disconnect the

keyboard from the computer from time to
I

,

time.
'

It's
‘

also pleasant, when you

finish the keyboard, to have a com-

plete
"'

package
" without a bunch of

wires trailing behind. It is usually a

simple matter to attach a 14-pin DIP

WIRING OP KEY-f-SWITCHTERMINALS (BOTTOM VIEW)

(integrated-circuit) socket to the key-
board and soiderail 13 key switch lines
to that one connector. Some 0 thes .

~

sockets can be attached to the keyboard -

with screws. or you can bond them in
place with epoxy cement. But here we.

have a suggestion.

.. The most common cable used With DIP
connectors is a flat "ribbon" Cable,

= Di K30 K84
‘

KEYBOARD INPUT CONNECTIONS
(UNDERSIDE or COMPUTER BOARD)



which has 14 (Or 16) wires bonded side-
~ byflide. They are available in various

'

longs- With the male connector al-

ready attached to one end . They are
flat. enough to slip between the two

halvesof theZXBI caSe without cutting

a hole. (You may cut a thin slot along

the mating edges of the? case, if you
“

want to close the case tightly.)

Wehave found“015111119better than rib-
‘ °

bon cable for connecting the keyboard ‘

to the computer. But, when you solder

the cable to the: keyboard input ter-
'

minals (shown on page 3) it is impos-

sible to match the data lines without»

‘

criss~cr0831ngall the wires in the rib-‘—

bon cable. (Invariably, the Wire on the A

left must go to the far right, etc.) We
'

recommend that you work it out in re—
‘

verse: make a neat jobof connecting

Kiss-crossing at the DIP socket

-

o the keyard

.
,

- SOLDERING1

’ If you have useda soldering irOn before,

you will have no problem with the pro—-
ject. If you have never used one, it

won t take 10m to learn. Here area

few points you might keep in mind:

The connection should be secure enough
to hold without solder. Then, a thin

’

coat of so-lder is applied to prevent the

‘i wire from loo$ening (in time). and also
'

to prevent the formation of metal oxides ,

whichwould, eventually, interfere with

, its: functioning . 'Agood solder joint will

be shiny: dullness indicates 'a crys-

talized or "cold—solder"joint .

SOLDBRING IRON . If you buy or borrow
'

an iron for this project, the tip should

be. fairly small (1/8 -inch diameter). and

be rated at about 45 watts . The tip

should be tinned to provide a layer of
_

* liquid metal, which transfers heat to"
‘

the wire connection abOut 10‘ times

faster than a bare tip would Prom
‘

time~to~time you must wipe the tip to

remove burned -.-on flux and to restore the
'- shine. A rough cloth pad will work for

this purpose. lust wipe the tip across
it quickly. (A pad of steel wool will

,

.. also work.) Re-tin the tip whenever you

‘ thinkit needsit.
-

Rosin flux is just as necessary for 801-.

deringwires as the solder itself. When

heated, the flux instantly prepares bare
metal to accept the molten solder. A

small amount of flux is usually held in
‘

the center (core) of the solder. (See
below.)

‘Don‘t think of the solderingiron asa
_

toolsed to meltsolder- Indirectly, of
‘

crs, 11‘ ..

_

i

.

heat, but solder is seldom appii
ectly to the iron during the soldering
process- Instead, the iron is used to.

heat the wires so that the solder will

melt when it touches them. That way,
theflux in the solder is applied direct-

’

~

. 1y to the Wire, where it's needed, and

not to the iron. Remove the iron when

.

the solder has melted and spread

SOLDBR. Use rosin-core solder for all
'

electricalConnections. Acid-core soil-

der should never be used on electrical

connections , because the acid loves

to eat copper and doesn' t know When to

quit .

PASTE FLUX In additionto the rosin

in the solder core you Would be wise”

to obtain a little container of rosin
' paste flux. Before you solder, apply a

'

vegy thin dab of paste flux to the tar-

minal With your fingertip. After that,
your fame as a soldering craftsman is v

absolutely assured!
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which Diode No. 2 is connected.

_
using four "typical" keys, is shownin F1gure 2.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

I. Shiftedfunctions requirethat the SHIFT keybe held while
striking the desired symbol/function key. It is evident

from this that two circuits are involved, and that they
must be activated simultaneously (or, at leaSt in the

specified sequence) It is alSo important that they be

kept electrically isolated from each other to prevent
"cross—talk" through the gridsys6em.
The following paragraphsdescribe two methods for Oh-

taining Shifted functions with standard single- pole key—
‘

board switches. The first is the Diode circuit, which is

Extremely Simple, but which wOrksforonl the first seven

functions liSted in Table 1. However, these seven cer-
tainly include some of those that you will want.

The second method uses a Transmission Gate, which:

RCAcallsaQuad Bilateral Switch° "Quad" because there

are four in each package and “Bilateral" because, when
-

closed, they will pass signals in eitherdirection.

THE DIODEMETHOD
Figure 1 shows a Shifted-Function ‘(S/F) - key using the

‘

*

diode Circuit. The figure also lists the seven functions

for Which it’can be used. The desired function is de-

termined by the selected data line on the keyboard to

This same circuit,

.~..WWWECT DIODEN02 ,*

K

DI-EDIT
..

DZ... IIII .

__

4.

D3 DELETE ',

§

-

4

04- STOP
‘TO DJ? 05- H

DIODE N02 07- FUNCTION
, DB TE.

‘

" iérrRVEPOLARITYOF DIODES (BANDEDENDSAWAYFM KEY SWITCH), . I

.

IBOTTOMVIEW)

Figure 1. Single Key Shifted Function Using Dies

The diode method works only because the two circuits

invOlVed (the SHIFT circuit and each of the seven Func-

tion circuits) share the same KBDoutput line (as shown
The diodes are used to maintain isolation

between the two "D" lines, diodes are one-way devices, »

in Table 1).

and any signals that arrive at the key switch through one

V

_

diode cannot go back out thrOugh the other. Because they
are one-way, diodes are usually marked with a band at

f NOTE. ARITYBANDS
4

'

K89)

:
'

I: §. 1. .. ‘ DII - I,

: (EDIT) I (STOP ,

'

I
'

—

0 ‘;—-0~ ‘

,

.

fl
.. THESE DATA<LINECWECTIONS

I. :..J _______J~

l...- D4 ARE FOR FUNCTIONS .8me

I
I

_

___ __ __

__1
KEY SWITCHES SEE FIGURE 2
FOR COMPLETE LISTING OF ALL

- SEVEN FUNCTIONS.

(FUNCTIONII I (DELE

L... _ L.

f

IQ-V-«~~.-_-D3

KEYE ITOHES(SOTTOMVIEW)
'

» Figure 62. Typical DiOdeCircuit Wiring

UL E teem-unis:

v basic circuit.

'

the "cathode" end. 11 is the end Opposite the band which

must be connected to the key switch terminal

BILATERAL SWITCH METHOD

This device is a non- mechanical solid state switch

which closes when a control Signal is applied (See
figure 3.) It is like a relay whose contacts close When-

ever power is applied to the magnetic coil. In this ar-
1 rangement the keyboard switch no lOnger carries the data

signals. It is used instead to supply the 54-41011; control

signal which holds the gates (switches) clOsed.
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Figure 3. Two, Separate, Shifted ~Function

Usmg Quad lilateral SwitchCD4066

Each key uses two of the four bilateral switches in the
IC package. Because each key uses one half of the IC,
the other half may be used with another key for a second

function. Then, too, several 10' s can be added to the

(Two are strung together in Figure 4.)

r----'-1
------ ------

~~~~1 +5VDCGND

,

""

. II
‘

I I
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,
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'

: (AND) : I (OR) : I (THEN) I I ILLISTII

-

L.’ _JL_ L.--_JL.._..__*

‘

‘

'i
’

‘:'“D5
L

'

004055 4 .4

. (BOTTOMVIEW) r I
>

i 5' PI.

I

A K919‘ K81 D2 K82DI K84
”

D4
'

Figure4:.Typical Bilateral Switch W .~ng .

You Will prObabIYin'Stall the ‘IC'3 on a Separate
:

my board, which Can be attached to the keyard With
standoffs , screws and nuts Orwith exy glue .
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CONNECT-ION

1

lst SWITCH
"

CONNECTION OBTAINED

KBfl/Dl (1)
_

«KW/DZ (Q)
'

, KBIZ/D3_ (11)
~

‘

‘

KPH/D4“(A) ,

'

-TKBfl/D7 (ENT)
KBB/ils (SP)
KB1/D1 (2)

‘

‘

KBl/DZ (W)
KBI/D3 (9)

KBI/D4 (s)
KBl/DS (O)

f'KBl/D6 (Z)
. KBl/D7 (L)

KBl/D8 (~)
KBZ/DI (3)

w KBZ/Dz (E)
KB2/D3 (8)

» Ksz/D4 (D)
‘

KBZ/DS (I)

Keg/I26OH) +

'

“

KBH/DB(SH) 1‘

TO operate the integrated circuits, power and ground

- board to the Computer.
»

used two of the extra Wires will handle the power re-
'

gL; quire ,:':,;,»-entsnicely .

ale use the thinne st 1:131:1th ”Insulatedwire 5.
L

;. 'flfi‘fi-W.'1
V ,Qwfiaw‘wn W ”‘3‘...” »

.5
3

”ill be requiredto carry veryttleTTLCurrent

If twO wires mUSt be added to the

They

indicated in Figure 5. At the keyboard end it is best to

V

-

connect the power and ground wires to two insulated ter-

minals. "(If the keys are mOunted On a 'PC'board, the

terminals can be a couple of brass screws in an unused

area Ofthe PC board) ' "'~ '

DIODECIRCUITS.“For any of the first seven functiOns

ode method and save the IC' 5 for the other 32 funCtions.
If you wish you can run the diodes directly to the data

lines as ShOWn in Figure 1, coVer-ing the entire "String"
with insulated sleeving. However, especially if you

havé’Several keysthat uSe the diode Circuit, the "layout
-

shown in Figure 2 will be much neater. The diodeswill

take up very little spaOe On any mountingboard.
BILATEL SWITCH CIRCUITS

_CMOS devices, which are susceptible to damage from

static electricity, before and during installation. This

is the reasOn We recommend using DIP sockets rather
- than soldering them directly into the circuit LeaVe them

in their conductive—foam packages until you are ready to

install them. Avoid touching the terminals with your

the terminals must be bent inward to fit the BOcket,
‘s’ess the whole rowagainst a flat metal surface .S ,3

g.
e

real" qualities.
’

,

cOnveniently, “but remember, you can run the wires any-r-

*

CONNECTION ;

i
_

KBII/Dé (SH)

*wires must be added to the cable connecting the key-r”
If a 16-‘—wireriben Cable was -

I “5" '

W -~ fi'f‘ti‘m-r A» “at. -~ A“
y“ 3.3;. 'i"4~,v.~+:g;".r.,_.r 1'44, -'2j‘;~,-.;;..r. -35:- (.I~_:,. 7; is?“ «xx-9:.-.

"

"*3. .

,

.

The +5VDC and GND terminals on the computer board are
'

listed in Table 1 , you will certainly Want to use the di-
_

'

TheCD4066IOs are

°-

fingers -- handle them by the ends of the plastic case.

i Thentypical"cir0111t shown in Figure4 has several"un- _

E

First, the keys Will notbe lOCated so!

’

FUNCTION~

I

CONNECTION,

'

OBTAINED

KBZ/D6 (X)
’ '

‘

I KBZ/D7(K) .

‘KBZ/DB(M)
’

‘

KB3/D1 (4)9
_

.

KBS/DZKRI
'

‘ KB3/D3 (7)
_ KB3/D4 (P)-

+

~

_+ KB3/D5 (U)

KB3/D6O( )
KB3/D7(I

.

KB3/D8 (N)
‘KB4/Dl (5)
KB4/D2 (T)
“KB4/D3 (6)
KB4/D4 (C)

*

KB4/D5(Y)
'

-

'

KB4/D6-A~«(V)_g
'

' ‘

KB4/D7 (H) i

'

KB4/D8 (B)
‘

KBH/D6 (SH)
1

‘

,

_

,

_
.

_
Table 1- Switch Connections for Shifted Functions

‘h

. 1

‘

v INSTALLATION where. Al,so We Show eight data lines atthe bottom of

the figure. Actually, you would Want to conserve the
number of wires to the keyboard, so the two KBI'B would

be connected together at the IC terminals and a single
line Would serve both circuits (The same applies to the

two D1's, etc.) ., e

-

LEAo oFREO
‘

‘

INSERT WIRE T}; f"

TO pLATED (GQAY)
_AREA 1

Figure 5 . Power Connections at Computer Board

PARTSREQUIREMENTS
‘

For reference the follOwinglisting Ofthe electronic com-
ponents includes current Radio Shack catalog numbers

and prices. You mustdeterminethe quantities.
‘

Diodes Silicon
‘

DIP ICSockets

Grid Board (0.1
hole—spacing)or
equivalent »
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